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ABSTRACT 10 

Transient slip events, which occur more slowly than traditional earthquakes, are increasingly 11 

being recognized as important components of strain release on faults and may substantially 12 

impact the earthquake cycle.  Surface-based geodetic instruments provide estimates of the 13 

overall slip distribution in larger transients but are unable to capture the detailed evolution of 14 

such slip, either in time or space.  Accompanying some of these slip transients is a relatively 15 

weak, extended duration seismic signal, known as non-volcanic tremor, which has recently 16 

been shown to be generated by a sequence of shear failures occurring as part of the slip event.  17 

By precisely locating the tremor, we can track some features of slip evolution with 18 

unprecedented resolution.  Here, we analyze two weeklong episodes of tremor and slow slip 19 

in western Shikoku, Japan. We find that these slip transients do not evolve in a smooth and 20 

steady fashion but contain numerous sub-events of smaller size and shorter duration.  In 21 

addition to along-strike migration rates of ~10 km/day observed previously, much faster 22 

migration also occurs, usually in the slab dip direction, at rates of 25-150 km/hour over 23 

distances of up to ~20 km.  We observe such migration episodes in both the up-dip and down-24 

dip directions.  These episodes may be most common on certain portions of the plate 25 

boundary that generate strong tremor in intermittent bursts.  The surrounding regions of the 26 

fault may slip more continuously, driving these stronger patches to repeated failures.  Tremor 27 
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activity has a strong tidal periodicity, possibly reflecting the modulation of slow slip velocity 28 

by tidal stresses. 29 

INTRODUCTION 30 

In recent years, advances in geodetic monitoring systems have led to the discovery of 31 

transient slip events in subduction zones, with durations ranging from days to years [Hirose et 32 

al., 1999; Dragert et al., 2001; Ozawa et al., 2002].  With similar advances in seismic 33 

monitoring networks, a weak semi-continuous seismic signal, termed non-volcanic tremor, 34 

was discovered [Obara, 2002] and found to accompany some events on the shorter end of this 35 

duration range (days to weeks), with its activity approximately matching the duration and 36 

location of the slip event [Rogers and Dragert, 2003; Obara et al., 2004].  Such “episodic 37 

tremor and slip” (ETS) events have been verified to occur in both the Cascadia and southwest 38 

Japan subduction zones.  In each location, tremor and slip is concentrated down-dip of the 39 

main seismogenic zone in a region believed to be transitional between velocity weakening 40 

(stick-slip) behavior up-dip and velocity strengthening (stable sliding) down-dip. 41 

Initially, a variety of mechanisms were proposed to explain the tremor signal, often invoking 42 

fluid flow as the tremor generating mechanism [Obara, 2002; Katsumata and Kamaya, 2003; 43 

Seno and Yamasaki, 2003].  Such a mechanism arose from analogies with volcanic tremor, 44 

which is thought to be generated by the movement of volcanic fluids and from the fact that 45 

fluids are expected to be liberated from the subducting slab near where the tremor is 46 

occurring.   47 

More recently, precise locations of relatively distinct and energetic portions of tremor, 48 

classified as low-frequency earthquakes (LFEs), revealed that these LFEs occurred on the 49 

plate interface, coincident with the estimated zone of slow slip [Shelly et al., 2006].  Based on 50 

the LFE locations and the character of their waveforms, the authors of this study proposed 51 

that LFEs may be generated directly by shear slip as part of the slip transients.  This 52 

interpretation is supported by Ide et al., [2007a], who used stacked LFE waveforms to 53 

constrain the LFE’s mechanism. They found that LFE P-wave first motions and an empirical 54 
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moment tensor inversion using LFE S-waves both yielded mechanisms supporting shear slip 55 

on the plate interface in the direction of plate convergence.  Subsequently, Shelly et al., [2007] 56 

demonstrated that tremor could be explained as a swarm-like sequence of LFEs occurring on 57 

the plate interface.  This study established that tremor itself is generated by shear slip on the 58 

plate interface and in doing so demonstrated a method to locate much of the tremor activity 59 

with high precision. 60 

An intriguing type of slip event was recently discovered to occur coincident with ETS activity 61 

in southwest Japan.  These events, called very low frequency (VLF) earthquakes, are detected 62 

in broadband data at periods of 20-50 seconds [Ito et al., 2007].  They also have mechanisms 63 

consistent with shear slip in the plate convergence direction, and are intermediate between 64 

slow slip events and LFEs, both in duration and in magnitude. 65 

We now recognize that tremor/LFEs, VLFs, and slow slip events are all members of a family 66 

of slow shear slip events occurring together in the transition zone on the subduction interface, 67 

down-dip of the seismogenic zone [Ide et al., 2007b].  This slow earthquake family appears to 68 

exhibit scaling of moment (M0) linearly proportional to duration (T), with M0/T = 10n N-m/s, 69 

where n is between 12 and 13 [Ide et al., 2007b].  This is quite unlike regular earthquakes, for 70 

which moment is proportional to the duration cubed.  71 

The understanding of tremor as a direct signature of plate convergence slip allows us to use 72 

precise tremor locations to examine the evolution of slow slip events.   Although geodetic 73 

measurements can resolve average properties of larger slow slip events, they cannot provide 74 

information on detailed temporal or spatial evolution of slip.  Because of this, the slip in these 75 

events has often been assumed to evolve in a relatively steady fashion.  We find that in 76 

western Shikoku, slow slip is a complex occurrence, likely influenced by variable frictional 77 

properties on the plate interface.  Precise tremor locations give us the ability to resolve slip on 78 

a time scale of seconds, rather than days, and a spatial scale as small as ~1 km, rather than 10s 79 

of kilometers.  Although we are limited by the locations of our LFE template sources, we can 80 

locate tremor (and thus slip) in these zones very precisely and can infer the behavior of 81 
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surrounding regions.  Such information could greatly assist our understanding of the physical 82 

processes controlling slow slip. 83 

METHODS 84 

In this study, we use the method described in Shelly et al. [2007] to examine the detailed 85 

evolution of slip during two, weeklong ETS episodes in western Shikoku that occurred during 86 

January and April 2006.  This method uses the waveforms of previously located LFEs [Shelly 87 

et al., 2006] as “template events” and systematically searches continuous tremor for instances 88 

where the tremor waveforms strongly resemble the waveforms of a previously recorded LFE.  89 

The similarity is measured by the sum of the correlation coefficients across all available 90 

channels of data.  By utilizing multiple stations and components in the network 91 

simultaneously, this matched-filter approach becomes extremely powerful for detecting a 92 

known signal in noisy data, while minimizing false detections [Gibbons and Ringdal, 2006; 93 

Shelly et al., 2007]. 94 

For this study, we use continuous data from eight, three-component Hi-net stations in western 95 

Shikoku.  As in Shelly et al., [2007], we select template LFEs based on the number of stations 96 

recording the event.  In this case, we select each LFE [Shelly et al., 2006] recorded by at least 97 

five of the eight stations, giving a minimum of 15 channels of data for each template event.  98 

This selection criterion gives 609 LFE template events and ensures both that these are well 99 

located and that they have sufficient data to allow detection of similar events within the 100 

continuous tremor waveforms.   101 

As in Shelly et al. [2007], we adopt a detection threshold based on the median absolute 102 

deviation (MAD) of the distribution of correlation sums.  Our detection threshold is set at 103 

8*MAD and is set independently for each template event and each day of continuous seismic 104 

data.  At this threshold, based on statistical arguments supported by synthetic tests [Shelly et 105 

al. 2007], we estimate the false detection rate to be about 1 per hour (total over all 609 106 

template events).  Sometimes, we consider a “very robust” detection threshold of 9*MAD.    107 

This very high detection threshold (probability of exceedance of ~6.4 x 10-10 for a Gaussian 108 
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distribution) sacrifices a large number of legitimate detections but virtually eliminates 109 

spurious detections.  In other words, we are willing to accept a large number of type II errors 110 

to minimize the number of type I errors.  With this detection threshold, we expect our false 111 

detection rate to be less than one event per day.   For either threshold level, we assign a 112 

detected event to the location of the template event with the strongest detection in each 2-113 

second window [Shelly et al., 2007]. 114 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 115 

We examine two ETS episodes occurring in western Shikoku during January and April 2006.  116 

Figure 1 shows the regional tectonics and location of our study area, as well as the epicenters 117 

of our template LFEs.  Tilt data and the associated slip model for the April event, as 118 

determined by Sekine and Obara [2006], are shown in Figure 2.  For this event, they estimate 119 

a moment magnitude Mw= 6.0, and an average of 1.2 cm of slip, based on the tilt change at 120 

multiple stations during a three-day period from April 17-20.  No geodetic-based slip model is 121 

currently available for the January event, as it apparently did not generate a sufficient tilt 122 

signal to enable modeling of a fault plane.  This may be due to the fact that, based on our 123 

tremor locations, the January 2006 event ruptured a smaller area than the April event, 124 

extending a shorter distance to the southwest (see Figures 3-16).  125 

Figures 3-9 and 10-16 demonstrate the complex evolution of tremor and slip during the 126 

episodes of January 15-21 and April 15-21, 2006, respectively, based on precise tremor 127 

locations.  Figure 17 shows a zoom of four prominent migration episodes from Figures 3-16.  128 

For a different perspective on these episodes, please see Figures 18 and 19 and the associated 129 

Quicktime format movies.  In total, we detect 7,297 events during the January episode and 130 

3829 events during the April episode.  Of these, 3924 and 1905 events in January and April, 131 

respectively, correspond to “very robust” detections, exceeding the threshold of 9*MAD (see 132 

methods).  Since these events have been shown to represent shear failure on the plate 133 

interface, we believe the locations accurately reflect portions of the plate boundary slipping at 134 

any given time.  Although potential locations are limited to places where we have LFE 135 
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template sources (Figs. 3-16), we can use these locations to infer the behavior of the 136 

surrounding region as well.  In fact, the locations of the template LFEs themselves with their 137 

often-clustered distribution may contain information about the properties of the plate 138 

boundary. 139 

One of the characteristics obvious from Figures 3-16 is the repeated tremor (and thus slip) 140 

activity on portions of the plate interface covered by template LFEs during a given ETS 141 

episode.  The repeat time of such ruptures is not regular but may be related to stresses 142 

resulting from slip on neighboring portions of the fault.  Such episodes often appear to rupture 143 

the fault through an entire template LFE cluster, but individual clusters rupture more or less 144 

independently.  Even closely spaced “subclusters” of template LFEs in the northeast part of 145 

our study area (along-strike position ~60 km) often display bursts out of phase from one 146 

another, while concurrently active in general.  This behavior suggests a scenario where the 147 

fault at these template LFE clusters is driven to failure by steadier slip on the surrounding 148 

portions of the fault.  These LFE cluster zones may be places on the plate interface with 149 

frictional properties different from those of the surrounding material, or they may represent 150 

some sort of geometrical heterogeneity.  Under this scenario, these cluster zones may be 151 

analogous to repeating earthquake patches, which are believed to be portions of the fault that 152 

exhibit unstable slip surrounded by a stably slipping region [e.g., Schaff et al, 1998].  As in 153 

the case of repeating earthquakes, the repeat time of rupture may be related to slip rates in the 154 

surrounding region [Nadeau and McEvilly, 1999].  Slip episodes across LFE cluster zones, 155 

however, proceed over a matter of minutes, rather than seconds as for earthquakes of 156 

comparable rupture dimension. 157 

MIGRATION OF TREMOR AND SLIP: 158 

We observe two classes of migration of ETS activity: a relatively slow migration along-strike 159 

and a much faster migration usually observed in the dip direction of subduction.  Previous 160 

investigators have observed that ETS episodes often exhibit along-strike migration rates of 161 

approximately 5-20 km/day [Obara, 2002; Dragert et al., 2004; Kao et al., 2006;].  Kao et al. 162 

[2007] described some variations on this behavior including pauses in tremor migration 163 
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(“halting) and “jumps” in active zones from one place to another.  We observe similar, 164 

sometimes unsteady, migration trends in both the January and April events.  In January the 165 

along-strike migration is mostly unilateral, whereas in April migration occurs bilaterally.  166 

Superimposed on this slow average migration, however, is a much more complex short-term 167 

behavior, where we observe portions of the fault that generate strong tremor (LFEs) rupturing 168 

repeatedly. 169 

Using precise tremor locations, we can resolve much higher rates of migration of tremor and 170 

slip than has previously been possible.  The clearest of these migrations occur in 171 

approximately the dip direction at ~20-150 km/hour, as highlighted in Figures 3-16. 172 

Occasionally, migration at similar rates can also be seen in the along-strike direction.  These 173 

rates are 40-300 times faster than a typical long-term along-strike migration rate of ~12 174 

km/day.  However, they are still approximately 3 orders of magnitude slower than ordinary 175 

earthquake rupture velocities.  These migrations are easiest to observe in the LFE cluster 176 

located at an along-strike position of ~40 km, where rupture commonly propagates ~15 km 177 

along-dip in ~15 minutes.  If these events do not extend significantly beyond our template 178 

LFEs and the scaling relationship proposed by Ide et al. [2007b] is applicable, such episodes 179 

would be expected to have a moment magnitude of approximately Mw=4.3, falling between 180 

VLF events and slow slip events in size and duration. 181 

Most of the clear migration episodes occur in the up-dip or down-dip direction.  The clusters 182 

of template LFEs tend to be extended in the dip direction, but narrow along strike, raising the 183 

possibility that the migration velocities we observe are apparent, rather than true velocities.  184 

Apparent velocity will always be higher than true velocity, but the high velocities we observe 185 

in these episodes can not be explained away as due to apparent velocities for several reasons.   186 

First, the observed velocities fall in a narrow range.  If the migration directions were random, 187 

we would observe a wide range of apparent velocities.  The apparent velocity varies as the 188 

secant of the angle between the seismicity distribution and the direction of the true velocity.  189 

In order to have an apparent velocity that is an order of magnitude higher than the true 190 

velocity, this angle would have to be less than ~5° for each episode.  Second, we can resolve 191 
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migration in both strike and dip direction quite well for a substantial portion of our study 192 

region, including the area with an along-strike position of 35-65 km.  In this region, although 193 

we have sufficient resolution, we do not observe a corresponding slower migration in the 194 

along-strike direction, as would be expected if we were measuring the apparent velocity.  195 

Finally, the migrations seen repeatedly in the same areas preclude a model where one simple 196 

slip pulse migrates at a few km/day in the along-strike direction.  For all of these reasons we 197 

believe that the velocities we observe are representative of the true, rather than apparent, 198 

migration velocities. 199 

In different along-dip episodes, the migration direction can be up-dip, down-dip, or bilateral. 200 

The down-dip migration examples, combined with very high migration rates, make it unlikely 201 

that fluids migrate with this slip.  Instead, the events are most likely triggered by a 202 

combination of stresses accumulating from slower, steadier slip on surrounding regions of the 203 

fault and the stresses induced by adjacent LFEs within a migration sequence.  This larger-204 

scale, more-continuous slip appears to grow slowly in size, controlling the overall along-strike 205 

migration, while the smaller-scale events grow much more quickly, consistent with the 206 

scaling relationship proposed by Ide et al. [2007b].  207 

We rarely observe clear examples of fast migration along strike.  Although gaps in our 208 

distribution of template LFEs may render it difficult to recognize along-strike migration if it 209 

propagates for less than 10 km, we can conclude that larger-scale episodes are rare.  For 210 

example, ruptures propagate up to 20 km along dip through the large LFE cluster near the 211 

center of our study area (along-strike position of ~40 km) without propagating to separate 212 

LFE clusters within 10 km along strike. 213 

A notable exception occurred on April 19, 2006 and is shown in Figure 14, part E.  This 214 

particular example migrates to the northeast 50 km along strike over a period of 2.5 hours, an 215 

average rate of 20 km/hour.  If this episode did not extend significantly outside our study 216 

region, the scaling relationship of Ide et al. [2007b] would suggest a magnitude near Mw=5.0.  217 

This fast along-strike migration episode is superimposed on top of a slowly migrating tremor 218 

front and likely represents a propagating pulse of faster slip within the larger transient slip 219 
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event.  Although the physical dimensions of the event may play a role [Ide et al., 2007b], the 220 

processes controlling these two very different migration rates are not well understood. 221 

Segmentation of the fault may inhibit extensive propagation of “fast” pulses of slip along 222 

strike. This segmentation could be due to small geometrical irregularities, which would be 223 

expected to align in the direction of slip (similar to the slab dip direction) forming a 224 

corrugation over time.  In fact, a corrugation of the fault may also influence the distribution of 225 

LFE template sources, which are sometimes located in clusters approximately aligned with 226 

the plate convergence direction.   This phenomenon could be related to streaks of seismicity 227 

aligned in the slip direction observed on creeping faults elsewhere [Rubin et al., 1999; 228 

Waldhauser et al., 2004].  In the case of our study area, based on the propagation of tremor 229 

activity, the plate boundary appears more strongly segmented to the northeast than the 230 

northwest. Perhaps, only the larger, slower “main event” is readily capable of overcoming this 231 

segmentation. 232 

For both slow and fast migration, the onset of activity is usually much sharper than the 233 

ceasing of activity on a given portion of the fault.  These trailing events could be considered 234 

“aftershocks” of the major sequence of activity - they may be due to residual stresses or 235 

simply indicate a fault weakened immediately after rupture that heals over time. 236 

RELATIONSHIP TO VERY LOW FREQUENCY EARTHQUAKES 237 

Ito et al. [2007] found VLF events coincident with ETS activity in southwest Japan and 238 

identified four such events occurring as part of the ETS episodes examined here.  All four 239 

occurred on April 18, 2006; their reported locations and timing relative to our tremor 240 

locations are shown by the open circles in Figure 13.  The magnitudes of these four events 241 

were estimated to range from Mw=3.2 to Mw=3.5, with durations on the order of 10 seconds 242 

[Ito et al., 2007].  Although we clearly see tremor activity in the vicinity of the reported VLF 243 

events before and after their occurrence, such activity is unremarkable compared to other 244 

times when VLF events were not reported.  The relatively small size and short duration of the 245 

VLF events combined with somewhat sparse template LFE coverage in the vicinity of the 246 

VLFs probably explain this lack of signal. 247 
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TIDAL TRIGGERING OF TREMOR AND SLIP 248 

Tremor activity observed in the January 2006 event exhibits a strong periodicity at slightly 249 

more than 12 hours, very similar to the average tidal period of 12.4 hours.  The effect is so 250 

strong it can be seen visually in Figures 3-9 as two distinct maxima of activity each day, 251 

suggesting a much more dramatic tidal influence than that reported for various populations of 252 

regular earthquakes [Tsuruoka et al., 1995; Tanaka et al., 2002; Cochran et al., 2004]. 253 

Schuster’s test [Schuster, 1897] is often used to test statistical significance of tidal triggering 254 

of earthquakes [i.e. Tanaka et al., 2002; Cochran et al., 2004].  For each event, Schuster’s test 255 

assigns a unit vector in the direction defined by its phase angle; the phase angle in our case is 256 

related to the tidal phase.  The squared length of the vectorial sum for all events, D2, is given 257 

by 258 
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where θi is the phase angle of the ith event and N is the total number of events.  Assuming the 260 

events occur randomly and independently, the probability of obtaining a vectorial sum equal 261 

to or greater than D is 262 
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Therefore, 1-P represents the significance level to reject the hypothesis that the events occur 264 

randomly.  Assuming a period of 12.4 hours, we obtain P values that are vanishingly small for 265 

both the January and April events.  In our case, however, because of the strong clustering of 266 

events in time, their occurrence is not independent and P likely overestimates the significance.    267 

Even disregarding the absolute P-value, the tidal influence can be clearly seen by comparing 268 

the result of Schuster’s test for a range of possible periods.  Figure 20 shows the results of 269 

such a “relative” Schuster’s test by plotting D2/N, the argument of the exponential in 270 

Schuster’s test, versus tested period.  For both episodes, phase angles are assigned starting 271 
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with 0 and ranging to 2π, repeating with the period to be tested.  Figure 20 shows an 272 

exceptionally strong peak at just over 12 hours for the January event.  The actual peak occurs 273 

near 12.3 hours, slightly shorter than an average tidal period of 12.4 hours, but consistent with 274 

the average tidal period during this particular time span, as evidenced by nearby sea-tide 275 

records.  Peaks in tremor activity levels for the January event correspond to during and shortly 276 

after the high tide recorded on the Pacific coast of Shikoku. The April episode also exhibits a 277 

strong peak near a period of 12 hours, although the effect is subtler than for the January event.  278 

Figure 21 shows histograms of event abundance versus phase angle for the two episodes, 279 

assuming a period of 12.4 hours. 280 

Although we do not attempt to calculate the tidally induced stress, previous studies have 281 

emphasized the importance (and often domination) of ocean tide loading effects relative to 282 

solid earth tides when near ocean basins [Tsuruoka et al., 1995, Cochran et al., 2004].  Ocean 283 

loading probably plays an important role in this case, with high tide likely serving to reduce 284 

the coupling force between the subducting and overriding plates by exerting a downward 285 

force on the subducting plate (the footwall) seaward of the trench [Cochran et al., 2004].  The 286 

depth of the triggered events in this study (generally 30-35 km) means that the tidal stress is 287 

extremely small compared with the confining pressure.  Therefore, the fact that triggering 288 

occurs suggests the presence of near-lithostatic pore pressures in the tremor source region.  289 

Elevated pore pressures would serve to mitigate the effects of this depth by greatly reducing 290 

the effective normal stress on the fault, making the tidal stresses relatively more important.  291 

Tidal triggering of tremor has also been reported in eastern Shikoku [Nakata et al., 2006], 292 

indicating that this behavior may be relatively common.  A likely scenario is that tidal forces 293 

modulate the slip velocity in the region surrounding the LFE clusters, generating an increased 294 

LFE/tremor activity level during times when the slip rate in the surrounding region is 295 

accelerated.   296 

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MECHANICS OF TREMOR AND SLIP 297 

Although tremor appears to be generated by shear slip, fluids may play an important role in 298 

enabling such slip.  This idea is supported by tomographic and seismic reflection studies 299 
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suggesting high fluid pressures may be present in the tremor and slow slip zone [Shelly et al., 300 

2006; Kodaira et al., 2004].  Kodaira et al. [2004] proposed that high fluid pressure could 301 

enable transient slip by extending the conditionally stable region between zones of velocity 302 

weakening up-dip and velocity strengthening down-dip.   303 

Modeling studies also indicate that near-lithostatic fluid pressures may promote transient slip 304 

behavior [Liu and Rice, 2007], even without time-varying properties [Liu and Rice, 2005].  305 

An alternate possibility is the existence of a transition in friction properties from velocity 306 

weakening behavior at very low slip speeds to velocity strengthening at higher velocities as 307 

modeled by Shibazaki and Iio [2003].  Observed triggering of tremor, both by seismic waves 308 

from distant earthquakes [Miyazawa and Mori, 2005; 2006; Rubinstein et al., 2007] and by 309 

tidal stresses, further suggests that fluids play a role in this process, and that the system may 310 

be sensitive to small perturbations in fluid pressure. 311 

CONCLUSIONS 312 

Strong evidence supports the notion that non-volcanic tremor, at least in western Shikoku, is 313 

generated by shear ship on the plate interface.  These micro-slips do not generally occur in 314 

isolation but rather in swarms as a cascade of shear failure along the plate boundary.  The slip 315 

from these events clearly contributes the geodetically detected slip and thus slow slip and 316 

tremor can be considered essentially different manifestations of a single process.  However, 317 

strong tremor activity is concentrated at certain areas of the plate boundary, where some 318 

heterogeneity in fluids, mineral properties, and/or geometry likely exists.  As a result, these 319 

zones stick and slip as they are driven by slip in the surrounding region.  Activity within one 320 

tremor cluster often propagates through the cluster, but takes a matter of minutes, rather than 321 

seconds as for a comparable earthquake rupture.  Areas of the plate boundary between these 322 

strong tremor patches may slip while generating only weak (and possibly undetectable) 323 

tremor.  324 

Slow slip does not evolve smoothly, but rather contains of a series of sub-events.  These sub-325 

events are pulses of more rapid slip, such as the VLF events reported by Ito et al. [2007].  We 326 
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also infer somewhat larger, slower sub-events from precise tremor locations, propagating 327 

primarily in the along-dip direction at velocities of 20-150 km/hr.  The relative scarcity of 328 

these sub-events extending a significant distance along strike may be due to fault 329 

segmentation, perhaps reflecting a “grain” of the plate interface oriented in the dominant slip 330 

direction.  In addition, tremor activity often demonstrates strong tidal periodicity, possibly 331 

reflecting the modulation of overall slip velocity of the transient event by tidal forces.  This 332 

observation suggests that the high confining pressure expected at this depth is mitigated by 333 

near-lithostatic fluid pressure, resulting in very low effective normal stress on the plate 334 

interface. 335 
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 436 

 437 

Figure 1. Tectonic setting and location of study area.  Red box in main figure shows location 438 

of study area and denotes the region shown in Figures 3-16, parts A and B.  Black dots 439 

indicate LFE template events.  Blue triangles show the locations of the eight Hi-net stations 440 

used in this study.  Inset shows the regional tectonics with the red box indicating the region 441 

shown in the main figure.  Dashed lines indicate approximate plate boundaries. PA, Pacific 442 

plate; PS, Philippine Sea plate; AM, Amur plate; OK, Okhotsk plate. 443 

444 
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 444 
 445 

Figure 2. The April 2006 tremor and slip event.  A, (from top to bottom) Time series of 446 

tiltmeter records, daily tremor counts, atmospheric pressure, and precipitation from April 10-447 

24, 2006.  Station names and components are given next to each tiltmeter record.  The records 448 

are plotted after removing their linear trend and estimated tidal and atmospheric components 449 

[figure from Sekine and Obara, 2006].  B, Tilt change vectors (blue arrows; ground 450 

downward direction), the estimated short-term slow slip model (red rectangle area and arrow) 451 

from these tilt change data, and the calculated tilt changes due to this short-term slow slip 452 

event model (open arrows) for the western Shikoku region.  Epicenters of deep low-frequency 453 

tremor activity are also plotted during the same time period (April 17-20, 2006) [figure from 454 

Sekine and Obara, 2006]. 455 

456 
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Figures 3-9.  Space-time progression of tremor during January 15-21, 2006.  Date is given by 456 

figure heading.  A)  Map view showing active LFE template events (colored circles) during 457 

the first half of each day (0:00-12:00 JST).  The color scale indicates the along-strike position, 458 

for reference when comparing with part C.  Only very robust detections exceeding 9*MAD 459 

(see text) are plotted.  If multiple detections are present, the strongest in each 2-second 460 

window is plotted.  Black dots show epicentral locations for LFE template sources.  Blue 461 

triangles indicate the locations of Hi-net stations used in this study, with the solid triangle 462 

showing station N.KWBH referred to in part d.  The black line is the coastline of Shikoku. B)  463 

Same as part a, but for the second half of each day (12:00-24:00 JST). C) Down-dip position 464 

of tremor versus time.  Events are color-coded by along-strike position as in parts (A) and (B).  465 

Arrows and labels indicate the direction and approximate migration velocity for some of the 466 

clearest examples of migration, as determined by visual inspection of a zoomed view.  Notice 467 

the migration of tremor that can be seen in both the up-dip or down-dip directions.  Black 468 

boxes indicate the times and locations of zoomed views in Figure 17. D) Seismic waveform 469 

from station N.KWBH, north component (location shown in part a).  Portions of the 470 

waveform plotted in red indicate times of very robust detections (exceeding 9*MAD) while 471 

portions plotted in pink indicate times with standard detections (exceeding 8*MAD - see text 472 

for details).  A relatively steady, low-amplitude signal seen around mid-day and uncorrelated 473 

with LFEs does not appear to be non-volcanic tremor, as neighboring stations do not record a 474 

similar signal.  475 

 476 

Figures 10-16.  Same as Figures 3-9, but for April 15-21, 2006.  Large open circles in parts 477 

(B) and (C) during April 18 (Fig. 13) indicate the occurrence of VLF events, as reported by 478 

Ito et al. [2006]. E) (Fig. 14 only) Along-strike position of tremor versus time.  479 

480 
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 495 

Figure 17.  Zoomed view of four migration episodes, plotted as downdip distance versus 496 

time.  Each panel shows a 30-minute period.  A) January 18 (Fig. 6).  B) January 20 (Figure 497 

8).  C) April 16 (Figure 11).  D) April 19 (Figure 14).  These panels demonstrate the a variety 498 

of migration modes including updip (D), downdip (A,B), and bilateral (C). 499 

500 
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 500 

 501 

Figure 18. Animation showing detected events with time during non-volcanic tremor for 7 502 
days, January 15-21, 2006 (see movie in Quicktime format). Top panel: Map view of western 503 
Shikoku region.  Template events are plotted as small black crosses.  Colored circles represent 504 
a detected event, using the normal threshold of 8 times the median absolute deviation of the 505 
distribution of correlation sums for each template event.  The shade of the circle represents 506 
the robustness of the detection, with light orange indicating a detection just above the 507 
threshold level and bright red indicating a detection at 2 or more times the threshold.  Each 508 
frame represents 2 minutes, with strongest detection from each 2-second window plotted.  The 509 
symbols are plotted in reducing size and shading toward black for 3 frames beyond the 510 
detection time in order to guide the eye. Blue triangles show station locations; the filled 511 
triangle indicates the station with waveforms plotted in the bottom panel.  The time listed at 512 
the top corresponds to the approximate time of the first S-wave arrival at any station.  Bottom 513 
panel:  A sample velocity waveform, one hour in duration, corresponding to the time-period 514 
of the animation.  Waveform is station N.KWBH, north component, band-pass filtered 515 
between 1 and 8 Hz.  Portions plotted in red indicate times with a detected event similar to a 516 
template event. The vertical blue bar indicates the point in time represented in the map view. 517 

518 
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 518 

Figure 19.  Same as Figure 18, but for the period from April 15-21, 2006 (see movie in 519 
Quicktime format). 520 

521 
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 521 

Figure 20.  Evidence for tidal triggering of LFE activity.  The population of detected LFEs 522 

during each tremor and slip episode is analyzed for non-randomness at periods from 0.2 to 36 523 

hours.  The quantity D2/N relates to the statistical significance of the non-randomness in 524 

Schuster’s test (see text).  The January event (solid blue line) exhibits an extremely strong 525 

periodicity near the average tidal period of 12.4 hours (dashed black line).  Tidal triggering in 526 

the April event (dashed red line) is less obvious, but this episode still shows a periodicity very 527 

close to the average tidal period.  528 

529 
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 529 

Figure 21.  Histograms of LFE numbers versus phase angle, assuming a period of 12.4 hours 530 

(the average tidal period).  A) January 15-21, 2006.  B) April 15-21, 2006.  The phase angle is 531 

assigned to be zero at the beginning of each episode (i.e. at 0:00 on January 15 and April 15) 532 

and is repeated every 12.4 hours.  The January event exhibits a very clear tidal triggering, 533 

while the tidal effect in the April event is less obvious. 534 


